
yes, but I'd like to 
mention the other 
person or people 

separately

Are you one of the 
people you're referring 

to?

Are you referring to the 
person or people you're 

talking to?

no

Are you referring to 
other people as well?

yes

Are you referring to 
more than one person or 

object?

What is the gender of the 
person or object you're 

referring to?

male

female,
or it's a ship,

country or ocean
and I'm feeling fancy 

It doesn't have one
because it's an 

inanimate object 
or a creature I don't 
think of as a person

I don't know

Is this pronoun replacing 
the subject of a verb?

yes

no

Is this pronoun replacing 
the subject of a verb?

It's really complicated and 
you'll probably never be 
able to please everyone 

without reformulating the 
sentence. You could read 

up on gender-neutral 
singular pronouns in 
English, or use this 
common solution.

Is it because you're 
referring to some 

hypothetical person, or 
you are not sure of the 

person's gender?

Do you want to sound posh?

hypothetical person

oneself

Avoid pronouns 
until you find out. 
You may have to 

ask about the 
person's preferred 

pronoun.

Not sure of gender
he

nah

indubitably

Is this pronoun replacing 
the subject of a verb?

yes no

she

herself

yes
no

they

Is this pronoun replacing 
the subject of a verb?

I

no

Is this pronoun replacing 
the subject of a verb?

we

yes

Use a noun or nouns or use 
this chart to find the right 
pronoun(s) for the other 

person or people, then use 
'and', then follow the arrow 

for the rest. noyes

Have you already 
referred to this 

hypothetical person 
using some other 

noun?

yes

no

yes

Is it the object 
of a verb whose 

subject is the same 
person?

her

no

himself

Is it the object 
of a verb whose 

subject is the same 
person?

him

no

ourselves

Is it the object 
of a verb whose 

subject is the same 
person?

us

no

myself

Is it the object 
of a verb whose 

subject is the same 
person?

me

yes no

yes no

Is it the object 
of a verb whose 

subject is the same 
person or people?

yes
no

yes

yourselves

Are you referring to 
more than one 

person?

yes

yourself

no

Is it the object 
of a verb whose 

subject is the same 
person or people?

one

yes no

It is pitch black. I need to know which English pronoun to use.

themselves

Is it the object 
of a verb whose 

subject is the same 
person?

them

yes no

itself

Is it the object 
of a verb whose 

subject is the same 
object or creature?

it

yes no

yes no

yes

Are you speaking
 informally, referring to more 
than one person, and do you 
come from Australia, Canada, 
Ireland, the UK, or the USA?

you
no

Check whether 
there's an informal 

plural of 'you' in your 
area, and use that if 

you like it. 
Otherwise, use 'you'.

yes

Sally does not 
have a light 

source. A grue is 
likely to eat her.

Sally 
turned into 
a grue and 
ate herself.

Sally does not 
have a light 

source. She is 
likely to be eaten 

by a grue.

You are 
likely to be 
eaten by a 

grue.

A grue is 
likely to 
eat you.

Y'all are 
likely to be 
eaten by 
grues.

Grues are 
likely to 

eat youse.

You should equip 
yourselves with 
light sources to 

avoid being eaten 
by grues.

You turned 
into a grue 

and ate 
yourself.

If one stays in
a dark area, a 

grue is likely to 
eat one.

If one stays in 
a dark area, 

one is likely to 
be eaten by a 

grue.

One should 
equip oneself with 
a light source to 

avoid being eaten 
by a grue.

Stew
turned into 
a grue and 
ate himself.

Stew 
does not have 
a light source. 
A grue is likely 

to eat him.

If a player 
stays in a dark 
area, they are 

likely to be 
eaten by a 

grue.

Does a man who 
has turned into a 
grue still identify 

as male?

There is a 
grue here. It 
is likely to 
eat you.

There is
a grue here. 

You can't 
see it.

Stew had
a match but 
didn't use it.

Stew hoped 
the grue 

would eat 
itself.

Stew and Sally 
don't have any 
source of light. 

They are likely to 
be eaten by grues.

Stew and Sally 
don't have any 
source of light. 

Grues are likely to 
eat them.

Stew and Sally are 
likely to get 

themselves eaten 
by grues.

I am likely 
to be eaten 
by a grue.

Stew and I 
are likely 

to be eaten 
by grues.

A grue is 
likely to 
eat Sally 
and me.

A grue is 
likely to 
eat me.

I should have 
equipped myself 

with a light 
source instead of 
worrying about 

pronouns.

We are 
likely to be 
eaten by 
grues.

A grue is 
likely to 
eat us.

We can't save 
ourselves from 
being eaten by 

grues.

Grues are just a 
cheal trick to 

prevent you from 
moving around 
without a light.

yes
no
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